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E bruary 17, 1993

Mr. George Moose, Designate
Assistant Secretary of State for Africa
U.S. Department of State
2201 C Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Moose:

We write to offer our congratulations on your appointment as Assistant Secretary of
State for Africa. We are immensely hopeful that your appointment signals a new
seriousness for U.S. policy toward Africa and that you can bring a fresh new
beginning to our relations with Africa. We are delighted that you bring years of
experience in Africa and on African affairs to the position.

Our organization is a national association of university Africa specialists who seek a
more positive and serious U.S. policy toward Africa, and we hope to be in
conversation with you in the near future about several issues.

More urgently, we write to you with great concern about the situation in Angola and
are hoping that you can take a fresh step away from past U.S. policies which have
tied us to the continuing destruction of that society and its peoples. We know that
you share our dismay at the renewal of the civil war and the tum away from .
democracy in this country which has known no peace for centuries. Mr. Savimbi
clearly has had no intention of honoring the democratic process and intends to take
the entire country by force. In effect, Savimbi is holding the entire country hostage
to brutal military force - including the government, the opposition parties, the
civilian population, and even the anti-militarist elements of UNITA.

Having built UNITA's military and political power over the years, with South
African and Zairean assistance, the u.S. has a special responsibility to ensure the
transition to peace and to reconstruct that beleaguered society. To that end, we want
to urge that you and the new Administration support the following measures:

1. As supported by the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Economist,
and others, immediately recognize the current elected government.
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2. Continue to use your good offices at every possible turn to restore the peace,
to ensure the run-off election, and to seek the rapid movement to
constitutional parliamentary rule..
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3. Immediately request that the UN presence be maintained and enlarged in Angola - not
reduced and withdrawn. Seek Security Council support for an adequately large U.N.
force to monitor and maintain the peace and to interdict any efforts by UNITA to re
mount hostilities and to seek to disarm UNITA and other combatants in support of the
elected government and its national army. Guarantee U.S. financial support for UN
or other multilateral peace-enforcing, peace-keeping, and conflict resolution
operations.

4. Reiterate to Savimbi that the U.S. will not re-supply his military under any
circumstances and that the U.S. shall seek to restrict other nations and forces from re
supply of his military capacity. Seek to guarantee the end of military re-supply of
UNITA from Zaire, South Africa, Zambia or other sources by providing the most
sophisticated support of the U.S. government for monitoring, identifying, interdicting,
and sanctioning any external parties who would seek further to fuel this conflict.
Indicate to potential re-suppliers that the U.S. will sanction those who seek to fuel the
conflict.

5. Provide from the U.S. military stores to the UN and to the legitimate Angolan forces
whatever defensive armaments necessary for protection of the civilian population, the
infrastructure, and the government from the Stinger missiles and other sophisticated
arms now in Savimbi's hands.

The renewal of the civil war by UNITA following the election in Angola requires an urgent
response in order to protect the highly significant movement toward democracy in that
country. To delay action now will only lead to the deaths of tens of thousands from war and
famine, which we have faced in Somalia, and to far more difficult and costly intervention.

We would appreciate your response to these needs at your earliest possible convenience.

Sincerely yours,

r~
Jean Sindab, Ph.D.
Co-Chairperson

(790 Riverside Drive, #7N)
New York, New York 1(032)

~
David Wiley, Ph.D.
Co-Chairperson

(c/o African Studies Center
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824-1035)
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